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 Executive Summary (1 minute read)

Calabro v Beaudoin (SASCA) - administrative law - residential tenancies - jurisdiction -
constitutional law - statutory interpretation - proceedings arising from rooming house
agreement's termination - appellant sought leave to appeal against decision of South Australian
Civil and Administrative Tribunal, challenging Tribunal's jurisdiction to determine proceedings -
leave to appeal refused

Tucker v McKee (FCA) - defamation - jurisdiction preliminary question - applicant claimed he
was defamed by first and second respondents by publication of email - respondents raised
preliminary question whether Court had jurisdiction 'to hear and determine' claim - Court lacked
jurisdiction - proceeding dismissed

Howden Australia Pty Ltd v Minetek Pty Ltd (Implied Undertaking and Forensic
Images) (FCA) - copyright - discovery - implied undertaking - respondents sought that
applicants' solicitors provide to respondents' solicitors certain 'forensic images' - interlocutory
application dismissed

Friend v Comcare (FCA) - workers compensation - disability discrimination - sex discrimination
- sexual harassment - ’no part of’ lump sum paid to applicant pursuant to deed of settlement
was damages or recovery of damages to which s48 Safety, Rehabilitation and Compensation
Act 1988 (Cth) applied - declaration - cross-claim dismissed

Wraydeh v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Limited; Wraydeh v Nationwide News Pty
Limited (NSWCA) - defamation - proceedings arising from 'media releases' and 'Facebook
publication' - appellant contended primary judge erroneously upheld 'qualified privilege' defence
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and erred specifically in consideration of it - appellant also challenged contingent damages'
assessment and contended award of damages for defamatory imputations' publication was
'manifestly inadequate' - appeals dismissed

Sydney Trains v Batshon (NSWCA) - workers compensation - primary judge quashed decision
of Medical Appeal Panel of the Workers Compensation Commission to confirm Approved
Medical Specialist's medical assessment of respondent - applicant sought to appeal - leave to
appeal granted - appeal allowed

The Owners – Strata Plan No 85561 v Omaya Holdings Pty Ltd (NSWSC) - strata titles -
building and construction - plaintiff contended that defendants had defaulted under "Settlement
Agreement" - plaintiff contended it was entitled to judgment against defendants under clause of
Settlement Agreement - judgment for plaintiff

Health Ombudsman v Harirchian (QCA) - administrative law - sexual assault - respondent
convicted of sexual assault - following respondent's release from prison applicant suspended
respondent's registration - respondent sought review in Queensland Civil and Administrative
Tribunal - Judicial Member declined to suspend respondent’s registration but imposed
conditions - applicant sought to appeal, submitting Judicial Member 'incorrectly interpreted' “in
the public interest” in s58(1)(d) Health Ombudsman Act 2013 (Qld) - appeal allowed

The State of South Australia In Right Of The Department For Education And Child
Development v Dolan (SASCFC) - workers compensation - single member set aside rejection
of respondent's claim for compensation for psychiatric injury - Full Bench dismissed appeal -
appellant appealed - appeal allowed - retrial

 Summaries With Link (Five Minute Read) 

Calabro v Beaudoin [2021] SASCA 63
Court of Appeal of South Australia
Kelly P; Bleby & Blue JJ
Administrative law - residential tenancies - jurisdiction - constitutional law - statutory
interpretation - proceedings arising from rooming house agreement's termination - appellant
sought leave to appeal against decision of South Australian Civil and Administrative Tribunal,
challenging Tribunal's jurisdiction to determine proceedings - 'primary issue' was construction of
s5(1)(c) Residential Tenancies Act 1995 (SA) (RTA), which excluded from RTA"s operation 'an
agreement genuinely entered into for the purpose of conferring on a person a right to occupy
premises for a holiday' - interests of justice - principles in Burns v Corbett (2018) 265 CLR 304 -
held: leave to appeal refused.
Calabro
[From Benchmark Wednesday, 28 July 2021]
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Tucker v McKee [2021] FCA 828
Federal Court of Australia
Anastassiou J
Defamation - jurisdiction - preliminary question - applicant claimed he was defamed by first and
second respondents by publication of email - respondents, by interlocutory application, raised
preliminary question whether Court had jurisdiction 'to hear and determine' claim - respondents
sought to set aside Originating Application and Amended Statement of Claim on basis there
was no matter arising under federal law enlivening Court's jurisdiction - held: Court lacked
jurisdiction - proceeding dismissed.
Tucker
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 27 July 2021]

Howden Australia Pty Ltd v Minetek Pty Ltd (Implied Undertaking and Forensic
Images) [2021] FCA 838
Federal Court of Australia
Perram J
Copyright - discovery - implied undertaking - respondents, by interlocutory application sought
that applicants' solicitors provide to respondents' solicitors certain 'forensic images' -
respondent's purpose in making application not related to proceeding - Court's power under
r20.31 Federal Court Rules 2011 (Cth) - whether to release respondents from 'implied
undertaking' - held: interlocutory application dismissed.
Howden
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 27 July 2021]

Friend v Comcare [2021] FCA 837
Federal Court of Australia
Rares J
Workers compensation - disability discrimination - sex discrimination - sexual harassment -
respondent accepted liability for applicant’s claim under Safety, Rehabilitation and
Compensation Act 1988 (Cth) (SRCA) - applicant, pursuant to s46P Australian Human Rights
Commission Act 1986 (Cth), lodged complaint with Australian Human Rights Commission,
alleging disability discrimination and sex discrimination, and also alleging sexual harassment -
following conciliation conference, Commonwealth of Australia entered deed of release with
applicant - Commonwealth agreed to pay applicant ’lump sum of $1.25 million in full and final
satisfaction of’ applicant’s complaint - issue was whether lump sum payment to applicant was
’recovery of "damages" within ’s48 SRCA on basis ’some part of’ payment was "in respect of
an injury" for which compensation is payable under this Act" - held: ’no part of’ lump sum was
damages or recovery of damages to which s48 SRCA applied - declaration - cross-claim
dismissed.
Friend
[From Benchmark Thursday, 29 July 2021]
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Wraydeh v Fairfax Media Publications Pty Limited; Wraydeh v Nationwide News Pty
Limited [2021] NSWCA 153
Court of Appeal of New South Wales
Bell P, Gleeson JA & Simpson AJA
Defamation - proceedings arising from 'media releases' and 'Facebook publication' - appellant
contended primary judge erroneously upheld 'qualified privilege' defence and erred specifically
in consideration of it - appellant also challenged contingent damages' assessment and
contended award of damages of $7,500 for defamatory imputations' publication was 'manifestly
inadequate' - ss25 & 30 Defamation Act 2005 (NSW) - whether 'occasion of privilege' - whether
'privileged communication' - credit - 'hurt and distress' - 'damage to reputation' - held: appeals
dismissed.
View Decision
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 27 July 2021]

Sydney Trains v Batshon [2021] NSWCA 143
Court of Appeal of New South Wales
Leeming, White & McCallum JJA
Workers compensation - primary judge quashed decision of Medical Appeal Panel of Workers
Compensation Commission to confirm Approved Medical Specialist's medical assessment of
respondent - applicant sought to appeal - whether erroneous admission and treatment of
evidence - whether denial of procedural fairness - whether erroneous finding that Panel failed to
consider respondent's 'request for re-examination' - adequacy of reasons - Motor Accidents
Compensation Act 1999 (NSW) - Motor Accident Injuries Act 2017 (NSW) - Workers
Compensation Act 1987 (NSW) - Workplace Injury Management and Workers Compensation
Act 1998 (NSW) - held: leave to appeal granted - appeal allowed.
View Decision
[From Benchmark Thursday, 29 July 2021]

The Owners &#147; Strata Plan No 85561 v Omaya Holdings Pty Ltd [2021] NSWSC 918
Supreme Court of New South Wales
Stevenson J
Strata titles - building and construction - plaintiff commenced proceedings against defendants,
alleging building was 'subject to flammable cladding and waterproofing defects' - proceedings
settled - terms of settlement recorded in "Settlement Agreement" - plaintiff contended that
defendants had defaulted under Settlement Agreement - plaintiff contended it was entitled to
judgment against defendants under clause of Settlement Agreement - whether default for
purposes of clause of Settlement Agreement - whether frustration - expert determination clause
- held: judgment for plaintiff.
View Decision
[From Benchmark Thursday, 29 July 2021]
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Health Ombudsman v Harirchian [2021] QCA 141
Court of Appeal of Queensland
Sofronoff P, McMurdo JA & Ryan J
Administrative law - sexual assault - respondent charged with sexual assault of female patient -
applicant placed conditions on appellant's practice - respondent convicted - following
respondent's release from prison applicant, under s58(1)(d) Health Ombudsman Act 2013 (Qld)
(HOA) suspended respondent's registration - respondent sought review in Queensland Civil and
Administrative Tribunal - Judicial Member declined to suspend respondent's registration but
imposed conditions on registration - applicant sought to appeal, submitting Judicial Member
'incorrectly interpreted' "in the public interest" in s58(1)(d) HOA - held: leave to appeal granted -
appeal allowed.
Health Ombudsman
[From Benchmark Tuesday, 27 July 2021]

The State of South Australia In Right Of The Department For Education And Child
Development v Dolan [2021] SASCFC 30
Full Court of the Supreme Court of South Australia
Kourakis CJ; Doyle & Livesey JJ
Workers compensation - single member set aside rejection of respondent's claim for
compensation for psychiatric injury - Full Bench dismissed appeal - appellant appealed -
whether reasons of trial judge adequate - whether 'absence of factual findings' in support of
conclusion concerning 'predominant causes' of injury - whether making of inferences which
'were not otherwise clear or apparent' - procedural fairness - whether to allow appellant to raise
'new point' on appeal - Return to Work Act 2014 (SA) - held: appeal allowed - retrial.
The State of South Australia
[From Benchmark Monday, 26 July 2021]
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 The Open Sea
 
By: Dorothea Mackellar
 
 
FROM my window I can see,      
Where the sandhills dip,               
One far glimpse of open sea.      
Just a slender slip            
Curving like a crescent moon—          5
Yet a greater prize          
Than the harbour garden-fair    
Spread beneath my eyes.            
 
Just below me swings the bay,   
Sings a sunny tune,                 10
But my heart is far away              
Out beyond the dune;  
Clearer far the sea-gulls’ cry       
And the breakers’ roar,
Than the little waves beneath            15
Lapping on the shore.   
 
For that strip of sapphire sea     
Set against the sky          
Far horizons means to me—       
And the ships go by                 20
Framed between the empty sky
And the yellow sands,   
While my freed thoughts follow them    
Out to other lands.         
 
All its changes who can tell?                25
I have seen it shine         
Like a jewel polished well,           
Hard and clear and fine;
Then soft lilac—and again            
On another day         30
Glimpsed it through a veil of rain,            
Shifting, drifting grey.    
 
When the livid waters flee,         
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Flinching from the storm,            
From my window I can see,                 35
Standing safe and warm,              
How the white foam tosses high
On the naked shore,      
And the breakers’ thunder grows            
To a battle-roar…                     40
 
Far and far I look—Ten miles?   
No, for yesterday            
Sure I saw the Blessed Isles         
Twenty worlds away.     
My blue moon of open sea,                 45
Is it little worth?              
At the least it gives to me            
Keys of all the earth!
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